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About This Game

Dark Scavenger is a bizarre point-and-click RPG adventure with a focus on exploration, gaining loot, and meaningful choices.

Filling the role of a powerful space traveler, you find yourself stranded on a mysterious planet in the company of three
eccentric, yet resourceful aliens. As you desperately seek a way to repair your ship, a massive conflict unfolds around you

involving warring factions and a sinister force that threatens to destroy them all.

Will you adopt the problems of this world as your own or will you just save yourself?

Key Features

 Unique Dark Comedy Sci-Fi Narrative driven entirely by your choices. Each encounter has multiple outcomes!

 Earn Tons of Loot  and convert it into bizarre equipment!

 Deep Turn Based Combat which utilizes equipment combinations to exploit enemy weaknesses!

 Epic Boss Battles with multiple forms.

 New Game Plus Mode lets you see what you missed the first time around!

 Tons of Secrets that you will probably never find.
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 Trading Cards!

Soundtrack

Dark Scavenger OST: https://psydragames.bandcamp.com/

Check Out Our New Game

http://store.steampowered.com/app/696200/Mike_Dies/

Social Media

Discord: https://discord.gg/q5qE93k
Twitter: https://twitter.com/PsydraGames

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/PsydraGames
Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/psydragames
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I love this game. First game in my experience that clearly tells that it doesn't want people to play it.

Started first battle. As soon as I got to the capture point, game said 'connection lost'. I play many online games and I have no
problems with connections to them, so it's obviously NOT problem on my side. Reconnection? No, this game doesn't do it. So, it
just kicked me back into the main menu, where NON-SKIPPABLE tutorial tells me to equip gun that I've just got as a reward
for my first mission. But I got DCed, I have no rewards! But tutorial doesn't let me play game if I won't equip 'new gun'. Quit
the game, reconnect? Tutorial is still there! No chance to play without completing it! Best game design ever!

11/10, would not play this game again!. Charming game. Worth the \u00a310 I payed for it no doubt.

There are some glitches and bugs though. For example, the 3rd boss killed me but when I went back it was gone. Maybe it was
the Minke :s

Also, I would love a newgame+ mode where you can get the bosses to respawn.. Tons of fun. If you've ever wanted to fly this
game definitely provides that in an amazing way and there's a bunch of areas to explore while you do. I expected this to make
me feel gross but I didn't have any trouble with it. The only thing that made me a little uncomfortable was the hyperloop and the
strobing effect of the tube and in space I felt like I didn't have as much recognizable control, niether made me feel off for a
lasting period of time.. It's an amazing game. Very beautiful game that will allow you to relax at work on time break. I advise
everyone!. I have been playing this game for a long time (5-6 years probably) under different publishers.
I recommend this game to all of the old players who have played 9 Dragons before. But to you, new players, there are honestly a
lot better looking games out there. However, I am giving it a thumbs up because it is my childhood game and also because it has
some unique features that not many RPGs have.

Pros:
+Unique features such as "martial arts" fighting styles, flexible leveling system etc...
+Fun to play with friends
+Active and pleasant community
+Great in-game items and a lot of drops from mobs
+Fun grinding
+Brings back good memmories from the past
+Fun and immersive world of ancient China
+Great soundtrack
+Not pay to win

Cons:
-Outdated graphics
-Outdated manouver and character control
-Boring and not very rewarding quests
-Poor mob behavior
-Poor dungeon system
-Poor PvP system
-"Meh" animations
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Final personal verdict: 6.5\/10. This Game is Complete Great time pass with Real time PvP. Wow like graphics and detailed
characters .. Overall, it's a fun game but there are some negatives to it.
Its fun setting up the restaurant. Placing the tables just right so there are no traffic issues. That way people don't have to wait too
long for their food. Decorating the inside and outside of the restaurant so your place looks classy. Entering the cooking contests
to climb the chef ranks. Being able to control every aspect of your restaurants and watching them make money is gratifying.

There haven't been updates or improvements to this game from the first Restaurant Empire. Heck, you could probably consider
this a long delayed expansion pack to the first one. Armand, the main character is still wearing the same pants. They were ugly
then and they're still ugly today! If you didn't like the first Restaurant Empire, you won't like the second one. The AI of your
employees is still really frustrating. Your restaurants are still not going to be perfect. And no matter what you do or how well
you do it, customers are going to complain. They're never happy! (and I do mean never!) Some of the scenarios can be
maddening to try and complete. Despite all this, the game does keep me entertained.. Pointless game, but somehow fun. All you
do is tap cards, and see if the correct image is behind the card. Would recommend if you are bored and have a few hours to
spare.. I hate that I have to recommend or not recommend the game in these reviews. TLDR I recommend getting it when it
goes on sale.

Ok so there is a lot to like here, mostly in terms of story and art direction. The lizardman, Sajotir is an epic badass and
characters like Meru are silly in an endearing, amusing way. The art direction and character design is cool and unique and it's
well written. Unfortunately, it is saddled with such a threadbare game system that it just made me wish that these characters and
this world was in a proper RPG. Like, this entire setup just freaking begs for a sick dungeon crawler and this is all I could think
of while muddling through the game. And yes, I know this is a personal preference.

But as it stands the system is...well, kinda janky? I'm not sure how to place it but it feels like a the first draft of a board game
which ends up being a bizarre mixture of randomness and static which I can't quite make sense of.

Also, I'm willing to forgive a lot in terms of graphics and physical presentation, but everything about the delivery is amaeturish.
The actual voice acting is fine, but it seems to be low fidelity... like it was recorded on inexpensive hardware or encoded
improperly. The animations are distractingly bad, especially when compared to the detailed 3d character models and it takes me
out of the game. This is 2015 and you are asking 25 dollars for this game!! That kind of lack of quality in the implimentation
does not cut it! If you didn't think you could pull off a full on 3D implimentation gracefully you should have gone 2D. There is
nothing wrong with sprites or pixels, what we care about is that it's done in a quality way. A poorly done 3D game looks worse
than a well done 2D one. Remember that.

Bottom line is that I think that these devs should keep on doing what they are doing. They clearly have good ideas and I think
with some more practice they will be able to impliment them. Hell, the art and presentation of the game was enough to make me
pick it up! I'd recommend getting this game if it ever goes on sale for less than 10 dollars, (I think a 6.99 price point is about
where I'd be most comfortable and not feel like anybody is being screwed).
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This game is good. Nothing else to say, really. If you've played the previous version, or even any other Total War game, this is a
must-have.. So I bought this after watching videos and reading reviews, and I was still very disappointed. As far as the physics
are concerned it was ok at best. Honestly wasn't anything to brag about, didn't seem to handle like a real kart to me, it would
understeer heavily with any use of the brake and oversteer heavily with any use of the throttle, from my real world experience
this isn't necessarily the case, but in the real world, you can change certain things about the kart and it will handle differently.
This is where problems begin. There is no setup options at all, you just get the kart as is, with whatever default tire pressures,
etc, that the game has coded, and your stuck with it. You can't really advertise a game as a sim with no setup options... But i
digress. It gets worse. unless you just want to hotlap, which in that case you should just buy Kart Racer Pro since it has setups
and such, you can race Multiplayer, which i was unable to find a race going during primetime on US east coast, or race with AI.
The AI are awful though. I had them on max difficulty and after 15 minutes of playing the game I was able to place 1st
whenever I could actually make it through the onslaught of awful AI driving. It's not just that they weren't fast, but they also
showed zero awareness of their surroundings, they would ignore the existence of other AI and of the player, and just wreck into
you. It just was not fun for me at all. I restarted at least 35 times in the 75 minutes I played it, and immediately after watching a
few replays to make sure it wasn't my driving I requested refund.

So to summarize this is a kart racing "simulator" which has no setup options for the kart and also no damage model or crash
animations, terrible AI both competitively and spatially, an empty MP scene, Does not support TrackIr or any other 3rd party
race apps such as fanaleds or crew chief. And lastly because of all of those things combined it just was not fun for me.

The graphics and sound were great, the replay camera was great and the game has solid potential, but I guess at this point in
development it just isn't up to spec as far as what I consider to be a racing sim. I may come back and buy this laster on in
development but I just couldn't give up $20 for something i didn't enjoy at all.
. Classic game..hits a feeling of Gladiator. I dislike Pay-Walling as much as the next guy, however I'd like to thank SEGA and
C\/A for stepping up and offering a lot more than "Faction Access" they've created a great game here and deserve rewarding. So
long as C\/A submits interesting NEW contect to factions I will continue to buy them. For me, the quantity and quality of this
specific DLC should be considered the primay benchmark of expectation for future faction relation DLC packs.

Violent Proto-Germanic Alchoholics, (Celts) Rejoice!. This game is impossible for me to play, let alone enjoy. This game is too
broken to even be in early access.. Great puzzle Experience
+Great Visuals
+Good narration
+FREE

-Extremely short

4/5

Really great experience that'll hopefully make anyone want to buy the actual game. It's a well made escape room-esque game the
only downside is the puzzles are a tad too easy. I'd definitely give this a download.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. So much fun, easy to play. when I got the game my son and I played till we unlocked every gun. I highly
recommend this game. Who knew cartoon cutouts of zombies could be so terrifying lol.
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